
BY SPEED/REGISTERED POST 

DIVISION OF GENETICS 

INDIAN AGRICUTURAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

NEW DELHI -110012 

 

 

GD/SP/ 11-11,11-12,&73/2014-15 and GD/SP/56/2013-14  Dated : ________ 

 
As per list attached   

 
Subject: Quotation for the purchase of Movable Field Store Trolley, Computerised Grain 

Counter, Plastic pallet and Root Scanner. 

Sir,  

The quotation should reach this office by not later than 1:00 p.m. on 19.03.2015The 

cover containing quotation should be super scribed as “Quotations for (Name of the item and 

File No. given against the each item in BOLD letter) in the Division of Genetics IARI due on 

19.3.2015 failing which the quotation will have the risk of not considered. 

 The quotation will be opened at 3:00 p.m.on the same day i.e. 19.03.2015. Quotation 

should satisfy the following conditions:  

1. The rates quoted shall be valid for a minimum period of 180 days from the last date 

fixed for the receipt of quotations. 

2. The rates quoted shall be for free delivery and installation at the Division of Genetics 
IARI, New Delhi – 110 012. However, equipment quoted in foreign currency must be 

quoted on FOB basis. 

3. For foreign supply rates may be quoted in foreign currency on behalf of foreign 

principal to avail the custom duty exemption. 
4. Successful bidder has to submit the Performa Invoice of Principal in original within 15 

days from the supply order failing which order may be cancelled. 

5. Full specifications of the article quoted for shall be given in the quotation along with 

literature/pamphlet/drawing etc. User list of the quoted document may also be 
additionally provided for reference. The specification given in the brochure must be 

authenticated which can be verified from the site of firm manufacturing the 

equipment.  

6. If taxes, duties or any other charges over and above the rates quoted levied, actual 

percentage of such taxes/duties/other charges should be clearly indicated, in the 

absence of which, it would be presumed that all taxes are inclusive and would be 

calculated accordingly. Nor further clarification/request in this regard would be 

considered. 
7. Supply is to be made by any convenient mode of transport at supplier’s risk unless 

otherwise specified. 

8. In case the material is supplied through an authorized agent, manufacturer shall be 

responsible for the successful installation of the equipment. The manufacturer shall 
be liable to any penal action for the shortcomings of the authorized agent. Any 

payment that is to be made separately to the agent if any shall be clearly mentioned 

in the quotation. 

9. The bid should be accompanied with earnest money of (Rupees.) as mentioned against 
each of the equipment in the form of crossed Demand Draft/Pay Order in favour of 

Director, IARI payable at New Delhi on any Nationalized Bank, without which the 

quotation will not be entertained. No other form of deposit will be accepted. There 

will be no exemption for paying earnest money. However, Firms registered with the 
Central Purchase Organization/NSIC only are exempt from submitting bids without 

EMD (proof of registration must be attached therefore without which it will not be 



considered). In case, therefore, if any tenderer fails to deposit the Earnest Money the 
tender will be rejected straightway. 

10. The EMD shall be refunded to the unsuccessful bidders after finalization of the 

quotation. In case of successful bidder, it can be adjusted towards security deposit 

which is 10% of the order value for the equipment/goods costing Rs.1.00 lakhs or 
more. There would however, be no performance security deposit for equipment/goods 

costing less than Rs. 1.00 lakhs. 

11. One year warranty has to be invariable provided by the firm or more as the case may 

be here in as mentioned in the specification.  
12. Payment will be made by mode of e-payment to the supplier/firm after satisfactory 

completion of work and receipt of pre-receipt bills triplicate. In case of foreign 

currency payment shall generally be made through LC directly to the manufacturer.  

13. The Director IARI, New Delhi reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the 

quotations either in full or in parts without assigning any reason.  

14. Quotations not complying with the above conditions are liable to rejected.  

15. Sealed quotations should be put in the “quotation Box” of the Division of Genetics 

Office IARI, New Delh-12  
16. TIN/VAT/PAN/C.S.T. No.(s) may be given on the Quotation.  

17. Technical and financial bids are to be prepared and placed on different sealed 

envelopes. The envelopes should then be placed in one single envelop duly super 

scribed “quotation for (serial Number and name of the equipment to be opened on) and 
submitted. 

18. Documents required with the technical  bids: 

a. Copy of the Registration of firm 

b. Copy of PAN Card and TIN number 
c. Valid authorization certificate of Manufacturers/Principal 

d. Required EMD in favour of Director IARI may be enclosed. If exempted, NSIC 

certificate issued for exemption of EMD must be enclosed 

e. Certificate of satisfactory performance from at least five users of the make 

quoted by the respective bidder. 

 

S.No Description Qty. File No EMD 

1. Movable Field Store Trolley  Six GD/SP/11-11/ 2014-15 24,000/- 

2. Computerized Grain Counter One GD/SP/11-12/ 2014-15 16000/- 

3. Plastic Pallet Thirty GD/SP/73/2014-15 2,200/- 

4. Root Scanner One GD/SP/56/2013-14 12,000/- 

 Quotation for each item(s) may be submitted separately with indicating page numbers 
in the document submitted. 

Specification enclosed also available at IARI website: www.iari.res.in  and 
www.eprocure.gov.in 
NOTE: In case the date of opening bids happens to be holiday the bid would be opened on 
next working day.  
 
 
 
 

 

                             Admn. Officer 

 
 

 

Copy to: 

1.Incharge, USI with the request to kindly place on IARI website – Tenders Link 



 

1. Specification of Movable field store trolley 

S.No. Description 
1. Dimensions : 10 X8 X 8.5/8 ft3 
2. Chassis : Angle – Minimum 50x50x6 mm;      Floor- Checker Plate minimum 4 mm 
3. Sheet : Japanese sheet minimum 20 gauge channel type 

4. Angle Frame : Minimum 2 inch hollow pipe 
5. Wheels  :  Four (14 inch with tyre and tube ), Three wheeler wheel, front wheel axle 

flexible for turning 
6. Hook : For tractor drawing 
7. Slab : Three foldable iron sheet slabs on one side length wise 
8. Storage space : 8x4x2 ft3  with 4 racks of 2ft each with door & latch 
9. Entry door : 4 ft with latch and handle 
10. Ventilator with grill : One (3 X 2 ft2)  
11. Support while in field : four adjustable support to park the trolley in the field 
12. Stairs : Two steps (Foldable) 
13. Rust Proof Primer : Whole outer and inner surfaces  
14 Enamel (Paint) : Whole outer and inner surfaces (Aluminum paint) 
 

 

 

2. Specification of Plastic Pallet 

S.No. Description 
1.  Size : 1200(length) X1000(breadth)X 160(height)mm3  
2. Capable of holding 3-4 tonne weight. 
3. Made up of HDPE. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3.Specification for Computerised Grain Counter 

Provision to program and stop at a relevant seed count to compensate for any in-flight error 
due to the motion of the seeds. 

1. Controller: Micro Controller based 
2. Keypad: Membrane type 
3. Display : 16x2 line LCD display with backlit. Seed name, size, count and 

vibration strength displayed on LCD while counting.  
4. Feeding : Electromagnetic vibratory feed.  
5. Memory: To store settings of 99 commodity parameters. 
6. Capacity: Counts maximum up to 99,999 seeds in a lot. 
7. Range: 0.4 mm to 15 mm 
8. Pan: Metallic pan that can be removed through knob. Separate pans for size 

below 1mm, 0.4-0.8mm. 
9. Speed control: Soft touch speed control no knob required. 
10. Soft start: For low seed counts. 
11. Vibration control: Two step fast and slow vibration control. 
12. In flight error: Programmable stop to compensate in flight error. 
13. Batch facilities: Batch, Multiple batch creating and repeat batch facilities. 
14. Seed movement: Adjustable knob provided to ensure that the seed moves in a 

single row.  
15. Inteface: RS 232 and parallel port interface for attaching computer and printer. 

 

4.Specifications of Root scanner 

i) Root measured automatically after extraction from soil and washed.  

ii) Before analysis, the roots are digitised with the scanner.  

iii) Analysis roots using desktop scanner, suitable for image acquisition of    
macroscopic objects like roots or leaves.  

iv) Scanners are available with accessories for root positioning and scanning.  

v) Scanner with special lighting system to avoid shadows.  

vi) Permanent calibration to increase the measurement precision.  

vii) Scanner size: 20 cm x 30 cm.  

viii)Measures: total length, average diameter, total area, volume, number of tips, forks  
and crossing,  

ix) Laptop from run the software. 

 



 

 

 


